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Abstract

A classic photographic task is the mapping of the potentially high dynamic range of real world luminances to the low dynamic range of the photographic print. This tone reproduction problem is also faced by computer graphics practitioners who map digital images to a low dynamic range print or screen. The work presented in this paper leverages the time-tested techniques of photographic practice to develop a new tone reproduction operator. In particular, we use and extend the techniques developed by Ansel Adams to deal with digital images. The resulting algorithm is simple and produces good results for a wide variety of images.
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1 Introduction

The range of light we experience in the real world is vast, spanning approximately ten orders of absolute range from star-lit scenes to sun-lit snow, and over four orders of dynamic range from shadows to highlights in a single scene. However, the range of light we can reproduce on our print and screen display devices spans at best about two orders of absolute dynamic range. This discrepancy leads to the tone reproduction problem: how should we map measured/simulated scene luminances to display luminances and produce a satisfactory image?

A great deal of work has been done on the tone reproduction problem [Matkovic et al. 1997; McNamara et al. 2000; McNamara 2001]. Most of this work has used an explicit perceptual model to control the operator [Upstill 1985; Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993; Ward 1994; Ferwerda et al. 1996; Ward et al. 1997; Tumblin et al. 1999]. Such methods have been extended to dynamic and interactive settings [Ferwerda et al. 1996; Durand and Dorsey 2000; Pattanaik et al. 2000; Scheel et al. 2000; Cohen et al. 2001]. Other work has focused on the dynamic range compression problem by spatially varying the mapping from scene luminances to display luminances while preserving local contrast [Oppenhein et al. 1968; Stockham 1972; Chiu et al. 1993; Schlick 1994; Tumblin and Turk 1999]. Finally, computational models of the human visual system can also guide such spatially-varying maps [Rahman et al. 1996; Rahman et al. 1997; Pattanaik et al. 1998].

Using perceptual models is a sound approach to the tone reproduction problem, and could lead to effective hands-off algorithms, but there are two problems with current models. First, current models often introduce artifacts such as ringing or visible clamping (see Section 4). Second, visual appearance depends on more than simply matching contrast and/or brightness; scene content, image medium, and viewing conditions must often be considered [Fairchild 1998].

To avoid these problems, we turn to photographic practices for inspiration. This has led us to develop a tone reproduction technique designed for a wide variety of images, including those having a very high dynamic range (e.g., Figure 1).

2 Background

The tone reproduction problem was first defined by photographers. Often their goal is to produce realistic “renderings” of captured scenes, and they have to produce such renderings while facing the
Figure 2: A photographer uses the Zone System to anticipate potential print problems.

Figure 3:
about the adobe’s true reflectance. Only knowledge of the geometry and light inter-reflections would allow one to know the difference between luminance ratios of a dark-dyed adobe house and a normal adobe house. However, the Zone System provides the photographer with a small set of subjective controls. These controls form the basis for our tone reproduction algorithm described in the next section.

The challenges faced in tone reproduction for rendered or captured digital images are largely the same as those faced in conventional photography. The main difference is that digital images are in a sense “perfect” negatives, so no luminance information has been lost due to the limitations of the film process. This is a blessing in that detail is available in all luminance regions. On the other hand, this calls for a more extreme dynamic range reduction, which could in principle be handled by an extension of the dodging-and-burning process. We address this issue in the next section.

3 Algorithm

The Zone System summarized in the last section is used to develop a new tone mapping algorithm for digital images, such as those created by rendering algorithms (e.g., [Ward Larson and Shakespeare 1998]) or captured using high dynamic range photography [Debevec and Malik 1997]. We are not trying to closely mimic the actual photographic process [Geigel and Musgrave 1997], but instead use the basic conceptual framework of the Zone System to manage choices in tone reproduction. We first apply a scaling that is analogous to setting exposure in a camera. Then, if necessary, we apply automatic dodging-and-burning to accomplish dynamic range compression.

3.1 Initial luminance mapping

We first show how to set the tonal range of the output image based on the scene’s key value. Like many tone reproduction methods [Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993; Ward 1994; Holm 1996], we view the log-average luminance as a useful approximation to the key of the scene. This quantity \( L_w \) is computed by:

\[
\bar{L}_w = \frac{1}{N} \exp \left( \sum_{x,y} \log (\delta + L_w(x,y)) \right)
\]

where \( L_w(x,y) \) is the “world” luminance for pixel \((x,y)\), \( N \) is the total number of pixels in the image and \( \delta \) is a small value to avoid the singularity that occurs if black pixels are present in the image. If the scene has normal-key we would like to map this to middle-grey of the displayed image, or 0.18 on a scale from zero to one. This suggests the equation:

\[
L(x,y) = \frac{a}{\bar{L}_w} L_w(x,y)
\]

where \( L(x,y) \) is a scaled luminance and \( a = 0.18 \). For low-key or high-key images we allow the user to map the log average to different values of \( a \). We typically vary \( a \) from 0.18 up to 0.36 and 0.72 and vary it down to 0.09, and 0.045. An example of varying is given in Figure 5. In the remainder of this paper we call the value of parameter \( a \) the “key value”, because it relates to the key of the image after applying the above scaling.

The main problem with Equation 2 is that many scenes have predominantly a normal dynamic range, but have a few high luminance regions near highlights or in the sky. In traditional photography this issue is dealt with by compression of both high and low luminances. However, modern photography has abandoned these “s”-shaped transfer curves in favor of curves that compress mainly high luminances [Mitchell 1984; Stroebel et al. 2000]. A simple tone mapping operator with these characteristics is given by:

\[
L_d(x,y) = \frac{L(x,y)}{1 + L(x,y)}.
\]

Note that high luminances are scaled by approximately \(1/L\), while low luminances are scaled by \(1\). The denominator causes a graceful blend between these two scalings. This formulation is guaranteed to bring all luminances within displayable range. However, as mentioned in the previous section, this is not always desirable. Equation 3 can be extended to allow high luminances to burn out in a controllable fashion:

\[
L_d(x,y) = \frac{L(x,y) \left(1 + \frac{L(x,y)}{L_{white}}\right)}{1 + L(x,y)}
\]

where \( L_{white} \) is the smallest luminance that will be mapped to pure white. This function is a blend between Equation 3 and a linear mapping. It is shown for various values of \( L_{white} \) in Figure 6. If \( L_{white} \) value is set to the maximum luminance in the scene \( L_{max} \) or higher, no burn-out will occur. If it is set to infinity, then the function reverts to Equation 3. By default we set \( L_{white} \) to the maximum luminance in the scene. If this default is applied to scenes that have a low dynamic range (i.e., \( L_{max} < 1 \)), the effect is a subtle contrast enhancement, as can be seen in Figure 7.

The results of this function for higher dynamic range images is shown in the left images of Figure 8. For many high dynamic range images, the compression provided by this technique appears to be sufficient to preserve detail in low contrast areas, while compressing high luminances to a displayable range. However, for very high dynamic range images important detail is still lost. For these images a local tone reproduction algorithm that applies dodging-and-burning is needed (right images of Figure 8).

3.2 Automatic dodging-and-burning

In traditional dodging-and-burning, all portions of the print potentially receive a different exposure time from the negative, bringing “up” selected dark regions or bringing “down” selected light regions to avoid loss of detail [Adams 1983]. With digital images we have the potential to extend this idea to deal with very high dynamic range images. We can think of this as choosing a key value for every pixel, which is equivalent to specifying a local \( a \) in Equation 2.
This serves a similar purpose to the local adaptation methods of the perceptually-driven tone mapping operators [Pattanaik et al. 1998; Tumblin et al. 1999].

Dodging-and-burning is typically applied over an entire region bounded by large contrasts. For example, a local region might correspond to a single dark tree on a light background [Adams 1983]. The size of a local region is estimated using a measure of local contrast, which is computed at multiple spatial scales [Peli 1990]. Such contrast measures frequently use a center-surround function at each spatial scale, often implemented by subtracting two Gaussian blurred images. A variety of such functions have been proposed, including [Land and McCann 1971; Marr and Hildreth 1980; Blommaert and Martens 1990; Peli 1990; Jernigan and McLean 1992; Gove et al. 1995; Pessoa et al. 1995] and [Hansen et al. 2000]. After testing many of these variants, we chose a center-surround function derived from Blommaert’s model for brightness perception [Blommaert and Martens 1990] because it performed the best in our tests. This function is constructed using circularly symmetric Gaussian profiles of the form:

\[ R_i(x, y, s) = \frac{1}{\pi(\alpha_i s)^2} \exp \left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{(\alpha_i s)^2}\right). \]  

These profiles operate at different scales \( s \) and at different image positions \((x, y)\). Analyzing an image using such profiles amounts to convolving the image with these Gaussians, resulting in a response \( V_i \) as function of image location, scale and luminance distribution \( L \):

\[ V_i(x, y, s) = L(x, y) \otimes R_i(x, y, s). \]  

This convolution can be computed directly in the spatial domain, or for improved efficiency can be evaluated by multiplication in the Fourier domain. The smallest Gaussian profile will be only slightly larger than one pixel and therefore the accuracy with which the above equation is evaluated, is important. We perform the integration in terms of the error function to gain a high enough accuracy without having to resort to super-sampling.

The center-surround function we use is defined by:

\[ V(x, y, s) = \frac{V_1(x, y, s) - V_2(x, y, s)}{2\sigma^2+V_1(x, y, s)}. \]  

Equation 7 is computed for the sole purpose of establishing a measure of locality for each pixel, which amounts to finding a scale \( s_m \) of appropriate size. This scale may be different for each pixel, and the procedure for its selection is the key to the success of our dodging-and-burning technique. It is also a deviation from the original Blommaert model [Blommaert and Martens 1990]. The area to be considered local is in principle the largest area around a given pixel where no large contrast changes occur. To compute the size of this area, Equation 7 is evaluated at different scales \( s \). Note that \( V_1(x, y, s) \) provides a local average of the luminance around \((x, y)\) roughly in a disc of radius \( s \). The same is true for \( V_2(x, y, s) \) although it operates over a larger area at the same scale \( s \). The values of \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are expected to be very similar in areas of small luminance gradients, but will differ in high contrast regions. To choose the largest neighborhood around a pixel with fairly even luminances, we threshold \( V \) to select the corresponding scale \( s_m \).

Starting at the lowest scale, we seek the first scale \( s_m \) where:

\[ |V(x, y, s_m)| < \epsilon \]  

is true. Here \( \epsilon \) is the threshold. The \( V_1 \) in the denominator of Equa-
The luminance of a dark pixel in a relatively bright region will saturate, thereby increasing the contrast at that pixel. This is akin to photographic “dodging”. Similarly, a pixel in a relatively dark region will be compressed less, and is thus “burned”. In either case the pixel’s contrast relative to the surrounding area is increased. For this reason, the above scale selection method is of crucial importance, as illustrated in the example of Figure 9. If \( s_m \) is too small, then \( V_1 \) is close to the luminance \( L \) and the local operator reduces to our global operator (\( s_1 \) in Figure 9). On the other hand, choosing \( s_0 \) too large causes dark rings to form around bright areas (\( s_3 \) in the same figure), while choosing the scale as outlined above causes the right amount of detail and contrast enhancement without introducing unwanted artifacts (\( s_2 \) in Figure 9).

Using a larger scale \( s_m \) tends to increase contrast and enhance edges. The value of the threshold \( \epsilon \) in Equation 8, as well as the choice of \( \phi \) in Equation 7, serve as edge enhancement parameters and work by manipulating the scale that would be chosen for each pixel. Decreasing \( \epsilon \) forces the appropriate scale \( s_m \) to be larger. Increasing \( \phi \) also tends to select a slightly larger scale \( s_m \), but only at small scales due to the division of \( \phi \) by \( s^2 \). An example of the effect of varying \( \phi \) is given in Figure 10.

A further observation is that because \( V_1 \) tends to be smaller than \( L \) for very bright pixels, our local operator is not guaranteed to keep the display luminance \( L_d \) below 1. Thus, for extremely bright areas some burn-out may occur and this is the reason we clip the display luminance to 1 afterwards. As noted in section 2, a small amount of burn-out may be desirable to make light sources such as the sun look very bright.

In summary, by automatically selecting an appropriate neighborhood for each pixel we effectively implement a pixel-by-pixel dodging and burning technique as applied in photography [Adams 1983]. These techniques locally change the exposure of a film, and so darken or brighten certain areas in the final print.

4 Results

We implemented our algorithm in C++ and obtained the luminance values from the input R, G, and B triplets with \( L = 0.27R + 0.67G + 0.06B \). The convolutions of Equation 5 were computed using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Because Gaussians are separable, these convolutions can also be efficiently computed in image space. This is easier to implement than an FFT, but it is somewhat slower for large images. Because of the normalization by \( V_1 \), our method is insensitive to edge artifacts normally associated with the computation of an FFT.

The key value setting is determined on a per image basis, while unless noted otherwise, the parameter \( \phi \) is set to 8.0 for all the images in this paper. Our new local operator uses Gaussian profiles \( s \) at 8 discrete scales increasing with a factor of 1.6 from 1 pixel wide to 43 pixels wide. For practical purposes we would like the Gaussian profile at the smallest scale to have 2 standard deviations overlap with 1 pixel. This is achieved by setting the scaling parameter \( \alpha_1 \) to \( 1/2\sqrt{2} \approx 0.35 \). The parameter \( \alpha_2 \) is 1.6 times as large. The threshold \( \epsilon \) used for scale selection was set to 0.05.

We use images with a variety of dynamic ranges as indicated throughout this section. Note that we are using the photographic definition of dynamic range as presented in Section 2. This results in somewhat lower ranges than would be obtained if a conventional computer graphics measure of dynamic range were used. However, we believe the photographic definition is more predictive of how challenging the tone reproduction of a given image is.

In the absence of well-tested quantitative methods to compare tone mapping operators, we compare our results to a representative set of tone reproduction techniques for digital images. In this section we briefly introduce each of the operators and show images of them in the next section. Specifically, we compare our new operator of Equation 9 with the following.

Stockham's homomorphic filtering Using the observation that lighting variation occurs mainly in low frequencies and humans are more aware of albedo variations, this method operates by downplaying low frequencies and enhancing high frequencies [Oppenheim et al. 1968; Stockham 1972].

Tumblin-Rushmeier's brightness matching operator A model of brightness perception is used to drive this global operator.
We use the 1999 formulation [Tumblin et al. 1999] as we have found it produces much better subjective results to the earlier versions [Tumblin and Rushmeier 1991; Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993].

**Chiu’s local scaling** A linear scaling that varies continuously is used to preserve local contrast with heuristic dodging-and-burning used to avoid burn-out [Chiu et al. 1993].

**Ward’s contrast scale factor** A global multiplier is used that aims to maintain visibility thresholds [Ward 1994].

**Ferwerda’s adaptation model** This operator alters contrast, color saturation and spatial frequency content based on psychophysical data [Ferwerda et al. 1996]. We have used the photopic portion of their algorithm.

**Ward’s histogram adjustment method** This method uses an image’s histogram to implicitly segment the image so that separate scaling algorithms can be used in different luminance zones. Visibility thresholds drive the processing [Ward et al. 1997]. The model incorporates human contrast and color sensitivity, glare and spatial acuity, although for a fair comparison we did not use these features.

**Schlick’s rational sigmoid** This is a family of simple and fast methods using rational sigmoid curves and a set of tunable parameters [Schlick 1994].

**Pattanaik’s local adaptation model** Both threshold and suprathreshold vision is considered in this multi-scale model of local adaptation [Pattanaik et al. 1998]. Chromatic adaptation is also included.

Note that the goals of most of these operators are different from our goal of producing a subjectively satisfactory image. However, we compare their results with ours because all of the above methods do produce subjectively pleasing images for many inputs. There are comparisons possible with many other techniques that are outside the scope of this evaluation. In particular, we do not compare our results with the first perceptually-driven works [Miller et al. 1984; Upstill 1985] because they are not widely used in graphics and are similar to works we do compare with [Ward 1994; Ferwerda et al. 1996; Tumblin et al. 1999]. We also do not compare with the multiscale-Retinex work because it is reminiscent of Pattanaik’s local adaptation model, while being aimed at much lower contrast reductions of about 5:1 [Rahman et al. 1996]. Holm has a complete implementation of the Zone System for digital cameras [Holm 1996], but his contrast reduction is also too low for our purposes.

Next, we do not compare with the “layering” method because it requires albedo information in addition to luminances [Tumblin et al. 1999]. Finally, we consider some work to be visualization methods for digital images rather than true tone mapping operators. These are the LCIS filter which consciously allows visible artifacts in exchange for visualizing detail [Tumblin and Turk 1999], the mouse-driven foveal adaptation method [Tumblin et al. 1999] and Pardo’s multi-image visualization technique [Pardo and Sapiro 2001].

The format in which we compare the various methods is a “knock-out race” using progressively more difficult images. We take this approach to avoid an extremely large number of images. In Figure 11 eight different tone mapping operators are shown side by side.
Figure 11: Cornell box high dynamic range images including close-ups of the light sources. The dynamic range of this image is 12 zones.

Figure 12: Nave image with a dynamic range of 12 zones.
side using the Cornell box high dynamic range image as input. The model is slightly different from the original Cornell box because we have placed a smaller light source underneath the ceiling of the box so that the ceiling receives a large quantity of direct illumination, a characteristic of many architectural environments. This image has little high frequency content and it is therefore easy to spot any deficiencies in the tone mapping operators we have applied. In this and the following figures, the operators are ordered roughly by their ability to bring the image within dynamic range. Using the Cornell box image (Figure 11), we eliminate those operators that darken the image too much and therefore we do not include the contrast based scaling factor and Chiu’s algorithm in further tests.

Similar to the Cornell box image is the Nave photograph, although this is a low-key image and the stained glass windows contain high frequency detail. From a photographic point of view, good tone mapping operators would show detail in the dark areas while still allowing the windows to be admired. The histogram adjustment algorithm achieves both goals, although halo-like artifacts are introduced around the bright window. Both the Tumblin-Rushmeier model and Ferwerda’s visibility matching method fail to bring the church window within displayable range. The same is true for Stockham style filtering and Schlick’s method.

The most difficult image to bring within displayable range is presented in Figures 1 and 13. Due to its large dynamic range, it presents problems for most tone reproduction operators. This image was first used for Pattanaik’s local adaptation model [Pattanaik et al. 1998]. Because his operator includes color correction as well as dynamic range reduction, we have additionally color corrected our tone-mapped image (Figure 13) using the method presented in [Reinhard et al. 2001]. Pattanaik’s local adaptation operator produces visible artifacts around the light source in the desk image, while the new operator does not.

The efficiency of both our new global (Equation 3, without dodging-and-burning) and local tone mapping operators (Equation 9) is high. Timings obtained on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 PC are given in Table 1 for two different image sizes. While we have not counted any disk I/O, the timings for preprocessing as well as the main tone mapping algorithm are presented. The preprocessing for the local operator (Equation 9) consists of the mapping of the log average luminance to the key value, as well as all FFT calculations. The total time for a $512^2$ image is 1.31 seconds for the local operator, which is close to interactive, while our global operator (Equation 3) performs at a rate of 20 frames per second, which we consider real-time. Computation times for the $1024^2$ images is around 4 times slower, which is according to expectation.

We have also experimented with a fast approximation of the Gaussian convolution using a multiscale spline based approach [Burt and Adelson 1983], which was first used in the context of tone reproduction by [Tumblin et al. 1999], and have found that the computation is about 3.7 times faster than our Fourier domain implementation. This improved performance comes at the cost of some small artifacts introduced by the approximation, which can be successfully masked by the high frequency content of the photographs. If high frequencies are absent, some blocky artifacts become visible, as can be seen in Figure 14. On the other hand, just like its FFT based counter-part, this approximation manages to bring out the detail of the writing on the open book in this figure as opposed to our global operator of Equation 3 (compare with the left image of Figure 8). As such, the local FFT based implementation, the local spline based approximation and the global operator provide a useful trade-off between performance and quality, allowing any user to select the best operator given a specified maximum run-time.

Finally, to demonstrate that our method works well on a broad range of high dynamic range images, Figure 15 shows a selection of tone-mapped images using our new operator. It should be noted that most of the images in this figure present serious challenges to other tonemapping operators. Interestingly, the area around the sun in the rendering of the landscape is problematic for any method that attempts to bring the maximum scene luminance within a displayable range without clamping. This is not the case for our operator because it only brings textured regions within range, which is relatively simple because, excluding the sun, this scene only has a small range of luminances. A similar observation can be made for the image of the lamp on the table and the image with the streetlight behind the tree.

### 5 Summary

Photographers aim to compress the dynamic range of a scene in a manner that creates a pleasing image. We have developed a relatively simple and fast tone reproduction algorithm for digital images that borrows from 150 years of photographic experience. It is designed to follow their practices and is thus well-suited for applications where creating subjectively satisfactory and essentially artifact-free images is the desired goal.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Preprocessing</th>
<th>Tone Mapping</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image size:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$512 \times 512$</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spline</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spline</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Timing in seconds for our global (Equation 3) and local (Equation 9) operators. The middle rows show the timing for the approximated Gaussian convolution using a multiscale spline approach [Burt and Adelson 1983].
Figure 15: A selection of high and low dynamic range images tone-mapped using our new operator. The labels in the figure indicate the dynamic ranges of the input data.